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The challenge: Capture more,
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Our solution: a one-step approach
to thickening and dewatering
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Results: Best performance,
lower operating costs, and total automation
with the first machine for nearly two years,

now significantly reduced. the end result is
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“ANDRITZ SEPARATION
not only had the best technology
for the job – they were able to
demonstrate and optimize it on-site
according to our specific needs. Their
expertise was vital to getting it just right.”
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s andrItZ seParatIon d5l decanter centrifuge installed at arla foods

Benefits of the d5 series decanter
centrifuge
n

6% drier cake (higher than conventional technologies)

n

no pre-thickening

n

Highest capture rate for this type of sludge

n

100% operator-free process

n

stable operation with low maintenance costs

n

fully automated operation

n

simplified process (one step instead of two)
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